Something good had to happen that day,
The day that terror came.
As we closed our eyes and watched with horror:
The names, the screams, the pain.

Something good had to happen that day,
The day the guns were fired.
A day so evil, so rife with malice,
Division, and hatred transpired.

Something good had to happen that day,
As our country feared in dismay.
With phone calls, and texts, and hugs, and tears,
For terror had made us afraid.

A baby was born that day,
A day as dark as can be.
A little light, so small, so bright,
Amidst the horrid debris.

A baby was born that day,
Despite loss of life so vast.
As that tiny face wriggled and cried,
Some joy and hope was cast.

Something happened that day,
As I looked at the world in shame.
I refused to go home until I could say,
“Something good happened today.”
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